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9202
Telvanni Door

- Without
Multicolored

Handle

Models and
Textures MMH 56-15035 Trancemaster_1988 2013-10-12

This is a tweak to the Telvanni Doors by
Trancemaster_1988 where the modeled door
handle is removed so you only see the door

handle that is part of the texture.

7957 Morrowind
Rebirth v1.8 Miscellaneous MMH 53-14267 Trancemaster_1988 2011-04-01

Return to the magical Island of Vvardenfell once
more in this huge overhaul, Morrowind Rebirth.

Find new enemies to fight, exciting areas to
explore, gain access to new weapons to slay your
foes or just roam the huge world that's out there.
Whatever you do, you'll be sure to find something

new an...

7908 Main Menu
Replacer Miscellaneous MMH 53-15179 Trancemaster_1988 2014-01-24

4 new main menu themes based on artwork by:
~Lelek1980, http://lelek1980.deviantart.com/

Installation and Playing: Chose from alt 1 - alt 4,
only pick one. Put the desired textures folder into

your "Morrowind/Data Files" folder. Start the
game and enjoy. Usage:

4912 The Silver
Barrel Buildings MMH 15-15180 Trancemaster_1988 2014-01-24

Adds a medium sized Tavern just outside Seyda
Neen, past the Silt Strider. Nothing out of the

ordinary to be honest but thought you might like
it. This tavern is already included in Morrowind

Rebirth, but in another location, thus it might not
be suited to those who are using Rebirth. ...

3952 Racial
Diversity v1.2 Birthsigns MMH 8-15181 Trancemaster_1988 2014-01-24

This plugin will give all races new starting
abilities and powers, you can see the new abilities

and powers down below. Argonian: Spell-
Amphibian * Water Breathing 180 sec Ability -
Fast Metabolism * Resist Common Disease 75

points * Resist Poison 100 points

3919
New Seyda
Neen v1.6

(New Cities
Project)

Townd and
town

Expansions
MMH 87-11002 Trancemaster_1988 2007-01-20

New Seyda Neen 1.6: A part of Morrowind
Rebirth: Link To be honest I’ve never liked the

atmosphere in Seyda Neen. Some shacks, a shop,
a few imperial guards, and Fargoth, that’s it. In

search for various mods out there, I happened to
stumble across a few, which were suppose...

3916
New Gnisis
v1.2 (New

Cities Project)

Townd and
town

Expansions
MMH 87-13984 Trancemaster_1988 2010-06-14

I could probably paste & copy the text from my
New Seyda Neen mod since this will be made in
the same fashion. To put a few words to it I've

never liked Gnisis. It was a quite boring "village"
with an egg-mine, a fort of sorts and a temple
with the Vivec ash-mask. This is my version of

how Gnisis...


